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ABSTRACT
Cardiomyopathy is a myocardial disease affecting heart valves. It creates problems in blood pumping through left
ventricular enlarging, thickening and rigidity. An electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is more powerful to capture the
enlarging, thickening and rigidity features of cardiomyopathy disease. Now a day most of the methods have been existed
to extract these features. The Gaussian distribution method is one of the suitable methods for analyzation of the ECG
signals. However, it smoothen the image by eliminating small important features in the ECG signals. So that it doesn’t
give accurate recognition rate. In this paper to overcome this limitation PCA technique (Principal Component Analysis)
is proposed. The PCA reduces the ECG signal’s dimensionality by retaining important features like shape and size of the
signal. The parameters like PSNR, Jaccard and Mean square error have been applied to the output of both the
techniques on PTB Diagnostic ECG database. The PCA method had given better performance than Gaussian technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cardiomyopathy is a myocardial disease affecting heart valves. It causes blood pump problems due to left
ventricular dilation, thickening and stiffness. The term cardiomyopathy refers to a group of diseases which
include DCM (dilated cardiomyopathy), HCM (hypertrophic cardiomyopathy), RCM (restrictive
cardiomyopathy) and ARVC (arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy) and unclassified
cardiomyopathy. All these types of cardiomyopathy are mainly influencing the heart by diminishing the
strength or by changing its shape [1]. Sometimes, genetics, a viral infection of the heart muscles, other
diseases such as hemochromatosis, sarcoidosis, etc., also induce cardiomyopathy. This disease creates
complications of blood circulation in the heart which leads to heart failures. In medical terminology, a person
with cardiomyopathy has an irregular heart rhythm is called arrhythmia. The abnormalities in heart rhythm
can be detected with the analysis of electrocardiogram [2].
Electrocardiogram is the ancient and
effective technique which records the heart electrical signals in one cardiac cycle by placing the electrodes on
the skin. Those signals termed as ECG signals. ECG signal contains the overall information about the heart
condition. This information is very useful in identification of the abnormalities in the heart [3]. An ECG
signal having the particular waveform structure with wave-P, wave- Q, wave- R, wave- S, wave-T and waveU shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1 Normal ECG Wave
In ECG signal, P wave exhibit depolarization of atrium valve, the consolidation of wave-Q, wave-R, and
wave-S creates the complex of QRS that will displays ventricular valve depolarization, wave -T and wave- U
exhibits repolarisation of ventricular valve and muscle repolarisation. At the same time, the ECG signal also
shows the other parameters like PR and QT intervals, PR and ST segments. In the PR segment and in the PR
interval, the abnormality is indicative of atrium valve blockage. Differences in the length of QT interval
indicate the tachyarrhythmia of ventricles. ST segment depression indicates the myocardial infarction,
ischemia, and hyperkalemia [3]. These ECG parameters are very useful to judge the heart diseases like
cardiomyopathy. So extraction of features from ECG is important to design many detection methods. Most of
the researchers have been described the many algorithms regarding feature extraction of ECG using fuzzy
logic [4-5], fuzzy rule-based method [6], knowledge-based fuzzy logic approach [7], fuzzy classification
method [8], wavelet transforms [9-10], orthogonal wavelet transforms [11], complex wavelet transform
method [12-13], ICA, matched filters [19-20] and Gaussian distribution [21-22] , Gaussian probabilistic
generalized 2DLDA method [24]. These regular algorithms showed better results in feature extraction.
However, some more reliable method is needed when working with a large amount of databases. Therefore,
this paper aims to explain the efficient method called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method along
with the Gaussian distribution method by using DCM, HCM and Healthy ECG signals from physionet web
database. PCA is a reliable technique that reduces the noise by performing the elimination of unwanted data,
which is very advantageous in feature extraction process. PCA is the well-known statistical method which
works on deriving the principal components from huge quantity data set without loss of data. The performance
of feature extraction is analysed through the mean square error, PSNR and Jaccard distance values of both
PCA and Gaussian methods by applying the dilated cardiomyopathy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and
healthy ECG signals which are taken from online PTB diagnostic Database. In remaining paper, existing
method discussed in second section, proposed method discussed in third section, experimental results in fourth
section and conclusion in fifth section.
2. EXISTING METHOD
In statistics, Gaussian distribution is one of the important distribution methods which is utilizing widely for
vast applications such as medical field and IoT applications. The Gaussian distribution function stated as
follows.
=
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Where X denotes the input vector, M represents the mean of input vector X and V represents the variance of
the input vector. Applying the Gaussian function to the ECG signal is simple by giving the ECG signal values
to the input vector X. Gaussian function smoothen the ECG signal by eliminating some important features.
The input function X gratifies the Gaussian method with mean M and V is marked as X N (M, V). In the
figure 2a shows the input signal and figure 2b shows the output signal of Gaussian distribution method. The
output signal shows that the selection of component features for separating the signal from the background is
difficult because of some output vector values are overlapping.

Figure 2a represent input signal and figure 2b represeent output signal of Gaussian method.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
In statistics, PCA is one of the important feature extraction techniques which utilized widely for extracting the
minimal important features from large original data by dimensionality reduction. The PCA technique
produces the minimal features while not throwing overboard the originality of data which is the main
advantage of this technique. The minimal features are called principal components which become mutually
uncorrelated by a linear combination of data with selected weights. The Derived new components of the
original data have novel information of that data. The PCA function is given below.
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Where X is the vector of ECG signal, Y represents the mean of vector and N represent the number of intervals
of the ECG signal. In PCA each signal value is subtracting from the mean value so that the lower values are
becoming nearer to zero so that the PCA technique reduces the dimensionality of the ECG signal by retaining
important features like shape and size of the signal. This technique smoothen the signal without loss of data.
In figure 3a shows the input signal and figure 3b shows the output signal of PCA method. The output signal
shows the clear selection of component features for separating the signal from background and outlier. In this
technique, the optimal threshold value has been produced for classification of important component features
such as left bell shape and right bell shape curves of ECG signals.
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Figure 3a represent input signal and figure 3b represent output signal of PCA.
4. PARAMETERS
4.1 PSNR (PEAK SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO) & MSE (MEAN SQUARED ERROR)
PSNR value can be calculated with the help of Mean squared error (MSE). Both are used to measure the
quality rate before noise removal and after noise removal of the signals. PSNR and MSE are inter-linked and
drawn from the concepts of signal processing. The MSE formula define as follows

=
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Where I and Q are the ECG signal input and ECG query signal in the form of an array with size of n*m
respectively. MSE value is higher the recognization rate is low and vice versa.
PSNR defined as
=
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Where PSNR value is higher the recognition rate is high and vice versa. The PSNR value depends on MSE
value log function.
4.2 JACCARD INDEX
The jaccard index is a statistical method used to calculate the similarity rate between the input signal and
output signals. This parameter is computed by applying division operation between the number of intersection
variables and the number of union variables so it is also called as Intersection over Union. The jaccard index
value lies between zero and one. If jaccard value is zero then the two signals are isolated and value is one
strong similarity between two signals
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In this paper, we have computed the jaccard index to find out the similarity between ECG signals.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The database such as online PTB Diagnostic provides representative ECG signals for different types of
cardiomyopathy and normal signals. All tasks of signal processing and intelligent classification were
performed using Gaussian and PCA in MATLAB 2015a. On these three types of signals we have considered
21 ECG signals among these, first seven are related to DCM, second seven are related to HCM and last seven
are related to healthy signals. Three query signals one on each healthy, dilated & hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy are consider and the parameters like PSNR, Jaccard & mean squared error calculated on the
output of Gaussian and PCA technique. The figure 4 a, 4b and 4c show the DCM query signal and outputs of
Gaussian distribution techniques and PCA. The figure 5 a, 5 b and 5c show the DCM query signal and outputs
of Gaussian distribution techniques and PCA. The figure 6 a, 6b and 6c show the DCM query signal and
outputs of Gaussian distribution techniques and PCA. Based on these table of values and graphs have been
drawn for three query signals. Table 1 to table 3 and graph 1 to graph 3 is drawn, when the DCM as the query
signal. For these three mean square error, PSNR & Jaccard values are higher for DCM signals and remaining
are lower for PCA comparatively Gaussian. Table 4 to table 6 and graph 4 to graph 6 is drawn, when the
HCM as the query signal. For these three mean squared error, PSNR & Jaccard values are higher for HCM
signals and remaining are lower for PCA comparatively Gaussian. .Table 7 to table 9 and graph 7 to graph 9 is
drawn, when the healthy signal as the query signal. For these three mean squared error, PSNR & Jaccard
values are higher for healthy signals and remaining are lower for PCA comparatively Gaussian.

Figure 4a represent original DCM signal, figure 4b represent Gaussian applied DCM signal , figure 4c
represent PCA applied DCM signal.

Figure 5a original HCM, figure 5b represent Gaussian applied HCM signal, figure 5c represent PCA
applied HCM signal.
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Figure 6a represent original Healthy signal, figure 6b represent Gaussian applied Healthy signal,
figure 6c represent PCA applied Healthy signal.
Table 1,2 & 3: represent the MSE, PSNR & Jaccard value of DCM Query

Table 4,5 & 6: represent the MSE, PSNR & Jaccard values of HCM Query
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Table 7, 8 & 9: represent the MSE, PSNR & Jaccard values of Healthy Query

Graph 1,2 & 3: represent the Mean squared error, PSNR & Jaccard value of DCM Query

Graph 4,5 & 6: represent the Mean squared error, PSNR & Jaccard values of HCM Query

Graph 7, 8 & 9 represent the Mean squared error, PSNR & Jaccard values of Healthy Query
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Gaussian and PCA methods have been implemented and tested on PTB database with three
categories of signals such as DCM, HCM and healthy and consider one query signal on each category. On the
report of experimental results, the PCA performance is better because of its robustness for dimensionality
reduction. Even the signal has noise it produces the effective result than Gaussian technique. For heavy
severity signals PCA performance is accurate but for moderate or overlapping signals its performance is poor.
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